OIT enabled Canvas Commons on EEE+ Canvas, providing instructors with a new way to share course content with each other. The document viewer used in SpeedGrader has been replaced; OIT and other UCs continue to provide constructive feedback to Instructure. Instructure continues work on several often-requested features, including:

- Grades - UI enhancements, feature tweaks
- Quiz - completely new version, limited release this summer

EEE+ Evaluations: try it now at: https://evaluations.eee.uci.edu/
EEE+ ScoreShare: new tool that allows students to opt-in to share assignment scores with their academic advisors. The pilot starts this summer and comprises several pilot units. Learn more at: https://scoreshare.eee.uci.edu/
PRIORITY REQUESTS FROM UCI TO CANVAS

- Canvas Grades feature requests:
  - A way to store UCI student ID numbers
  - Performance enhancements, especially for large classes
  - UI improvements to enhance the user experience
- New document viewer issues:
  - Does not work for very large classes (~1500), and has performance issues for large classes (>500)
  - Feature parity issues with the old Box document viewer
- Changes to a quiz after students have participated can interfere with grading
- Better management of third-party tool integrations with Canvas (such as Turnitin)

Staffing Update

The EEE Team is currently recruiting to fill two positions:

- Instructional Support Supervisor
- Technology Support Specialist

Search for instructional on http://www.oit.uci.edu/org/jobs/career/ to apply!